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Microwave Noise Characterization of GaAs
MESFET’S: Evaluation by On-Wafer

Low-Frequency Output Noise Current
Measurement

MADHU S. GUPTA, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE, OCTAVIUS PITZALIS, JR., MEMBER, IEEE,

STEVEN E. ROSENBAUM, MEMBER, IEEE, AND PAUL T. GREILING, FELLOW, lEEE

,4hvtruct — A simplified noise equivalent circuit is presented for submi-

cron-gate-length MESFET’S in the common-sonrce configuration, consist-

ing of five linear circuit elementw the gate-to source capacitance Cg,, the

total input resistance R ~, the transconductance g~, the output resistance

R,,, and a noise current source of spectral density S,O at the output port.

All of these elements can be determined by on-wafer measurements, and

the noise current can be measured at a low frequency. The minimum noise

figure of the device calculated from thk model, as well as the bias and

frequency dependence of the noise figure, is shown to be in agreement

with microwave noise figure measurements. Thus a technique has been

es~ablished for determination of the minimum noise figure of a device

solely by on-wafer measurements rather than by the usual microwave

measurements. The proposed technique can be employed rapidly, conveni-

ently, without the need for tuning, and at the wafer stage of device

fabrication.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

T HE GaAs MESFET’S are well established as the

principal low-noise active devices in the microwave

and millimeter-wave frequency range. In addition to their

other advantages, such as versatility of applications, suit-

ability for monolithic integration, high de-to-RF con-

version efficiency, high input–output isolation, and wide

frequency range of applicability, the MESFET’S (as well as

the HEMT’s) have the lowest noise among all present

three-terminal active devices. Under cyrogenic conditions,

their noise figure closely approaches that of masers [1].

The widespread use of these devices in low-noise applica-

tions accounts for the strong interest in methods of de-

termining and predicting their noise figure in an efficient

manner.

The presently available methods for determining the

noise figure of MESFET’S are adequate for laboratory

work, but inconvenient in a production setting. The experi-

mental measurement of the noise figure requires mounting
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the device in a microwave fixture, tuning of the circuit, and

optimizing generator admittance; 1 even with an automatic

noise figure meter it is a time-consuming procedure, lead-

ing to the search for improved methods [2], [3]. The

calculation of the noise figure based on theoretical noise

models [4], [5] requires a knowledge of a large number of

theoretical parameters which are not known for devices in

production, and which would require even more effort to

determine. Empirical models for calculating the noise fig-

ure, on the other hand, require a knowledge of some

empirical fitting parameters [6]–[9], which will vary from

device to device, and which can be found for a given lot of

devices only after their noise figure has already been

determined. Clearly, there is a need to develop methods for

rapidly and efficiently determining the noise performance

of these devices. The present paper addresses this need.

B. The Problem

The noise figure F of a MESFET is an important device

specification, and in some applications it is the principal

performance parameter, overriding other device require-

ments. The MESFET’S produced for such applications

must be tested to verify that they meet the noise figure

requirement at the desired frequency of operation fO. Since

~0 can be a microwave or a millimeter-wave frequency, this

testing is traditionally carried out in a microwave

measurement setup which requires manual tuning by a

trial-and-error method and which accepts a single device at

a time, typically mounted and bonded on a carrier. Such

testing is very expensive in a production setting for two

reasons:

(i) Since the devices have already been mounted and

bonded, they must be individually handled in the testing

procedure, unlike the testing at the wafer stage prior to

dicing, when all devices could be tested with only one

wafer-handling operation.

1The term “generator” is used in place of the more common term

“ wmrcc” throughout this paper to avoid confusion with the MESFET
tcrlninal called “ source.”
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(ii) Since the yield of high-performance devices is low

(particularly for mm-wave devices, which have such small

dimensions that their characteristics change significantly

with the etching of even several atomic layers during

fabrication), the individual mounting, bonding, and testing

steps carried out on rejected devices are wasted.

It is clear that an ability to test at the wafer stage for

noise figure of the device at ~0 can result in substantial

cost savings. There are several obstacles to achieving this

desirable goal by the conventional method of noise figure

measurement:

(i) In state-of-the-art testing equipment, capable of

handling entire wafers, the probes used for accessing the

individual devices contribute parasitic impedances, which

can be made tolerable at UHF and low microwave

frequencies. However at the high end ojf the microwave

frequency range, the probes have a significant, or even

dominant, effect on the value of the generator admittance

Yg presented to the device during the measurement of the

noise figure at ~0, and hence on the measured value of F. ‘

(ii) The minimum noise figure F~i. can either be

determined by actual variation of Yg to minimize the

measured F or be deduced from the data if four or more

values of F are measured for four well-separated values of

Yg. In either case, the tuning of Yg over a wide range, and

the measurement of the generator admittances Yg actually

presented to the device, are difficult in a probe station

setup at high microwave frequencies.

(iii) The above-mentioned problems of determining F~,n

(as well as the other three noise parameters) can be

ameliorated if the noise figure F is measured at a suf-

ficiently low frequency ~~ (e.g., at a UHF or L-band

frequency), where the probe station parasitic are small. In

this case, a method must be devised for predicting the F~in

of the device at ~0 from the data at ~~. Experimental

measurements of the noise figure of mm-wave MESFET

devices as a function of frequency have shown that at low

frequency (typically below a few GHz for 0.25-pm-gate

devices), the measured noise figure is strongly influenced

by the circuit losses. (This point is clarified in Section II-E

of this paper, where it is shown that F~,n at ~~ and at f. is
given by two different expressions, equations (15) and (17),

respectively.) As a result, the measured Fm,ln at j~ is not a

direct measure of the device capability at ~0, and cannot

be used to predict the high-frequency device performance.

Attempts to reduce circuit losses at ~~ are again stymied

by the wafer-handling probe station.

This paper presents an alternate solutionl to the problem

of predicting Fm,n( ~0) on the basis of measurements which

can be carried out on an automated wafer probe station

and which involve only a low-frequency noise measure-

ment.

C. Outline

The method presented is based on a highly simplified

noise equivalent circuit model of the MESIFET, containing

only four lumped circuit elements and one noise current

source. Each of these five model elements is dependent on

the dc bias of the device, but not on ~O. The validity of

such a simplified model is established experimentally. This

paper presents a description and verification of the noise

model, and of its use for predicting F~in( fO), in three

steps:

(i) In Section H, the noise figure of a MESFET amplifier

is calculated starting from a general noise model, employ-

ing two partially correlated noise sources, and then a

simplification of the model is introduced.

(ii) In Section III brief details of the MESFET’S on

which experiments were performed are summarized; the

on-wafer methods of measurement are described; and the

results obtained from those measurements on the devices

under test are given.

(iii) In Section IV, the microwave noise performance of

the MESFET’S, determined by actual RF measurements at

~0, is cclmpared with predictions based on the noise model

and the on-wafer measurements.

II. CALCULATION OF NOISE FIGURE

This section contains details of the MESFET noise

equivalent circuit model, the calculation of amplifier noise

figure, and the simplification of the model under suitable

assumptions.

A. Faclors Influencing the Noise Figure

To understand the scope and method of this paper, it is

helpful to list alll those factors whose influence on the noise

figure F of a MESFET microwave amplifier is correctly

predicted by the model proposed in this paper. The numer-

ous other design variables that influence F, including the

device material, design, and dimensions and the choice of

RF circuit design, will be treated as invariants. In particu-

lar, the circuit will be assumed to be a single common-

source stage without feedback, which has the advantages

of simplicity of circuit design and ease of performance

calculation.

In this configuration, the noise figure depends on six

parameters: the three parameters describing the circuit (the

frequency of interest ~0 and the generator conductance Gg

and susceptanc(e Bg at this frequency) and the three

parameters describing the operating point of the device

(the temperature T, the dc drain-to-source voltage V~~,

and the dc drain current ID of the MESFET). The depen-

dence c}f F on these six variables is known [10] from

theoretical models, experimental measurements, and em-

pirical formulas,, and is illustrated in Fig. 1 for a typical

submicron-gate MESFET. In particular, the temperature

dependence has been studied in detail elsewhere [11], and

the present paper will assume room-temperature device

operation. The influence of the remaining five parameters

on F is central to the present paper, and is briefly sum-

marized below.

(i) The generator admittance Y~ = G~ + jB~, connected at

the input port of the amplifier, influences the amplifier F

in a manner which is precisely known [12] for any linear
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F]g, 1. Factors mfluencmg the noise figure of a typical submicron-

gate-length MESFET amplifier. (a) Generator admittance Gg 4- jBg.

(b) Operating frequency j’,,. (c) Temperature T (d) dc drain current ID.

(c) dc drain-to-scwrce voltage VD,~.

two-port:

R.
F(YJ = Fm,n+ ~ [( G,-G,,.P)2+(B,-B.,0, )2] (1)

g

where

F~in =

Yg,op =

R,, =

the minimum value of F(Y~), minimized with

respect to Yg;

Gg 0p + jBg,0p3 the optimum value of Yg for

which F( Y~) attains the value F’i~;

a quantity, having the units of resistance, which

is a measure of the sensitivity of F( Yg) to

deviations of Yg from its optimum value Yg,OP.

The dependence of F( Y~) on Yg is illustrated in Fig. l(a).

Since the variation of the device operating conditions

(j,,, 1~, and V~~) can cause a change in F(Yg) both

directly as well as indirectly via Yg,OP,whereas Fti. is a

characteristic of the device unaffected by changes in Yg ~P,

the following discussion describes the influence of these

operating conditions on F~in rather than on F.

(ii ) The operating frequency fO influences F~,n as shown

by the dotted curve in Fig. l(b). The monotonic decrease

of F~,n towards unity ( = O dB) as f. decreases is due to

the decrease of input conductance of the device with

decreasing frequency. This effect has been predicted theo-

retically [4], and is implicit in many empirical formulas for

F mm [6]-[9]. Experimental measurements, on the other
hand, determine Fmln of an amplifier circuit rather than of

the intrinsic device, and its observed variation with

frequency is shown by the solid line in Fig. l(b). At low

frequencies, where the circuit losses dominate at the input

port, the circuit F~l” approaches a constant value ( >0

dB), which depends on the circuit losses.

(iii ) The dc drain current ID influences Fm,n in the

manner shown in Fig. l(d), with the noise figure attaining

a minimum for a drain current equal to a fraction (typi-

cally a third to a sixth) of 1~~~, the saturated value of 1~

for zero gate bias. The noise figure increases very rapidly

below the optimum bias current, but only slowly above it,

as shown in Fig. l(d). This effect has been predicted both

from theoretic~l considerations [4] and ~ observed in

experimental measurements [13]. The minimum in F~,n

arises because at low values of ID, the device transconduc-

tance gn is smaller while at high values of ID the noise

generation is larger, and either condition increases ~~i..

(iv) The drain voltage V~~ has little influence on Ftin,

provided the MESFET is biased in the current saturation

region. In the linear region (where V~~ is below the” knee”

in the 1~ – V~~ characteristic), the noise figure will be

larger due to lower device gain. At large V~~ the noise

figure again increases due to a number of reasons, includ-

ing increase in ID, possible Gunn domain formation, and

avalanching in the channel [14].

From the foregoing discussion, it is apparent that a

noise model of MESFET device will be useful only if it

correctly predicts F~ln as a function of 1~, V~~, and fo.
This criterion will be used in Section IV to validate the

proposed noise model.

B. RF Model of Device and Amplifier

Numerous equivalent circuit models of MESFET’S have

been reported differing from each other in their frequency

range of applicability, inclusion of nonlinearities, account-

ing of device parasitic, etc. Since our goal is only to

predict the noise performance of devices which are still in

the wafer stage of fabrication, and since the important

performance measures such as F~l, and maximum avail-

able gain are invariant with respect to lossless transforma-

tions at the input and output ports, the inclusion of most

parasitic is unnecessary for present purposes, and a sim-

ple model will suffice. All MESFET models must include

the two essential intrinsic elements of the device: the input

gate-to-source capacitance Cgf and a controlled current

source at the output port. Since a model with only these

two elements would have an unlimited frequency response

and available output power, at least two additional ele-

ments must be added to it: the total input resistance R ~ in

series with Cg,, and the output resistance R. in parallel
with the current source. These four elements constitute the

simplest possible equivalent circuit that is adequate for the

present purposes, and is shown in the dotted box labeled

“device” in Fig. 2(a). All of the four circuit elements in

this model are linear, dc bias dependent, and independent

of frequency.

Since the net Yg connected at the input port of the

device is a crucial quantity in determining and minimizing

the noise figure, a more realistic model may include the

bonding wire inductance Lw shown dotted in Fig. 2(a).
Indeed, in many measurement techniques, the reference

plane at which Yg and device parameters are measured is

so defined that Lw is treated as a part of the device. Since

the purpose of this paper is only to predict Fro,”, which is

not influenced by lossless parasitic elements, Lw can be set

equal to zero. The lossless parasitic elements will become

significant in a sequel to this paper [15], where other noise

parameters are also of interest.
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Fig. 2. Circuit models used in the calculation of the noise parameters of

the MESFET amplifier. (a) Idealized linear amplifier circuit. (b) Noise
equivalent m-cult of the amplifier. (c) Simplified noise equivalent
circtut.

Experimental measurements do not yield the noise figure

of a device, but only that of a circuit in which the device is

embedded. In general, the measured noise figure will not

be a characteristic of the device alone, but will also depend

on the embedding circuit [16]. Therefore a circuit model of

the amplifier is also needed for calculation of a noise

figure that can be compared with measurements. Once

again, the simplest possible circuit has been selected for

our analysis. This circuit is schematically shown in Fig.

2(a), and consists of a single circuit admittance YC

interposed between the generator and the active device.

C. Noise Equivalent Circuit

The noise equivalent circuit of the amplifier of Fig. 2(a),

required for the calculation of noise figure, is shown in

Fig. 2(b). In this noise model, the thermal noise generated

in Gg and GC is represented by noise current sources i~ and

i<, respectively, whose power spectral densities are ob-

tained from the noise temperatures of the two conduc-

tance using Nyquist’s theorem. Since the goal is to calcu-

late the noise figure, the noise temperature of Gg will be

taken to be the reference temperature Tr.f ( = 290 K) to

conform with the IRE definition of noise figure [17]. The

noise temperature of GC is the ambient temperature at

which the circuit is maintained, and is assumed to be the

same as T,c[ for simplicity; our calculations will therefore

require a small modification if, for examp [e, the amplifier

is cryogenically cooled.

The noise in the active device is modeled by the two

noise current sources i,. and iO connected in shunt with

(small-signal) circuit model of the device, as shown in Fig.

2(b). The principal advantage of thk device noise model,

compared to the other possible representations [12], is that

the two noise sources i,. and iO can be directly identified
with gate and drain noise currents,l respectively. The input

noise scmrce i,n can be subdivided into two parts: one

uncorrelated and the other completely correlated with the

output noise source iO.

One other modification has been introduced in Fig. 2(b).

The dependent current source g~Vl is written as y~Vz,

controlled by the voltage Vz, defined across the entire

input admittance (G,. + jBl~ ) of the device, instead of Vl,

which was only across Cg,. The transconductance g~ is

thus replaced by a transadmittance

Ym= (~1/~2)gm (2)

where

V2= (1+ JJcg.lq)vlo (3)

D. Calculation qf Noise Figure

The noise equivalent circuit of Fig. 2(b) can be

configured as in Fig. 2(c), where the mutually uncorrelated

noise sources i~, iC, and iln are combined, as are also the

admittances Gg + jB8, GC+ jBC, and G,.+ jBl~. In ad-

dition, the noise current source iO at the output port is

replaced by an equivalent noise voltage source e. on the

input side which is fully correlated with iO, and which is

added to the controlling voltage V2. The source e. is

related to iO by a correlation admittance equal to y~; i.e.,

their correlation coefficient is y~/ Iy~ 1, and their spectral

densities S,. and SiO are related by

SIo(u)=lyml%en(o). (4)

Three new parameters are now defined so as to express

the results more compactly.

(i) An “equivalent noise resistance” Rw,(~) is defined as

that resistance which, when maintained at the reference

tempera Lure T,ef of 290 K, will produce an open-circuit

noise voltage having the same spectral density as S,.(u).

From (2), (3), and (4),

szo(ti)/4kTref
~,,1( ~ ) = ~,,, (Q)/4kTref = (5) ‘

g:/’(l + 02C;,R:)

where k is Boltzmann’s constant.

(ii) An “ uncorrelated noise conductance” GU. is simi-

larly defined as the conductance which, when kept at T,.f,

will produce a short-circuit thermal noise current having

the same spectrum as the spectrum of the uncorrelated

part of i,,,.

(iii) A correlation admittance YCO, is defined as the

transfer function relating the noise voltage e. to that part

of the noise current i,. which is fully correlated with iO.
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The noise figure of the amplifier circuit at a spot

frequency then follows from the definition as

o?)
‘(y~)= (v:) with ic=i,n=en=(l

=1+ G’;G”” + :(lYg+Yc+En+ Y&,12) (6)

g g

where ( -) denotes the average value in a narrow band-

width at the spot frequency. The four noise parameters

G B~,OP,g.op$ F~in, and R. of the amplifier can be deduced

from this expression. The noise figure becomes a minimum

for a generator admittance

Y = Gg ~P+ jB& 0pg,op ,

[ 1

Gc-I-Gun 1/2
= (Gc+G,n+Q)2+ ~

m

– j[~c+ ~Ln+ %.,l
and attains the minimum value of

R.
F~l~=l+—

G [ 2G;,0P + 2Gg,0P (GC+ G,. + GCOJ]
QP

=1+2 Rn(GC+ G,.+ G..,)

(7)

+2~RJGC+ Gun)+ R;,(GC+ G,n + GC0,)2 . (8)

The fourth noise parameter R. can be found by rewriting

(6) in terms of Yg,Op and F~in, as in (l), leading to the

result

R.=R~. (9)

E. Simplifications

In general, the calculated F~,n is influenced by both

noise sources i,~ and i.. Considerable economy in the

measurement and characterization procedures results if the

effect of one of these sources (namely il., which is the

smaller of the two) is accounted for without a direct

measurement of that source. With this objective in mind,

consider the various mechanisms contributing to i,.. The

part of i,ti which is correlated with iO arises predominantly

from the noise current induced in the gate by the noise in

the channel current. Since the coupling between the gate

and the channel is primarily capacitive, the complex corre-

lation coefficient yCO,between i,n and iO is mostly imagin-

ary with only a small real part. The uncorrelated part of i,.

arises from thermal noise in the input conductance G,n of

the device, the noise in gate leakage current, and the

induced gate noise current.

Two assumptions will now be introduced which simplify

the determination of F~ln by allowing the effect of each of

the above two parts of i,n to be estimated, without their

explicit measurement.

(i) Moderate Frequency Assumption: If the operating

frequency f,, is significantly below the device cutoff

frequency L, the following approximation holds:

u;C~,R; <<1. (lo)

Under this condition, the transadmittance y~ in (2) is

purely real, so that the correlation coefficient between i,.

and e., like that between i,n and iO, is largely imaginary,

i.e.,

GCO,= O. (11)

Then F~ln in (8) is not influenced by the correlation

between i,. and io, even if the two sources are highly

correlated.

(ii) Low Leakage Assumption: In good low-noise

MESFET’S, the gate leakage current is small under normal

operating conditions, so that the corresponding shot noise

is negligible. Furthermore, the uncorrelated part of the

induced gate noise current, which varies as U2, is small if

the frequencies are restricted to low and moderate values

in accordance with (10). Under these conditions, the un-

correlated part of i,. is dominated by the thermal noise in

the input conductance G1.. The thermal noise in G,. comes

from two sources: the thermal noise of resistances which

contribute also to iO (and therefore to the correlated part

of i,,,), and the thermal noise of resistances contributing to

the uncorrelated part of i,.. Since the former resistances

are small compared to the latter, the entire thermal noise

of G, ~ may be identified with the uncorrelated part of it..

Since the device has been assumed to be at the reference

temperature T,,f, it follows from the definition of the

“ uncorrelated noise conductance” in Section II-D that

GU. =GL.. (12)

With the above two assumptions, the noise figure in (8)

reduces to

F
mm

=l+2R,, (Gc+GLn)

+2/Rn(Gc +G,n)+R:(Gc+GJ2. (13)

Two limiting values of this expression are of interest:

(i) Low Frequency Limit: Since the input conductance of

the device,

(14)

vanishes at low frequencies, F~,n at low frequencies ap-

proaches the limiting value

F~i” =1 +2 R,,GC +2~RnGC + R;G~ for G,M<< GC (15)

which is dependent on the circuit losses.

(ii) Low Circuit-Loss Limit: C!onyersely, if the circuit

losses are negligible or at frequencies sufficiently high that

G,,can be neglected compared to G,.,

GC< G,. (16)

the F~,n in (13) becomes

F
mln

=l+2RHGzti+2/~ for GC<< G,..

(17)

This quantity is a characteristic of the device, independent

of the circuit, and approaches O dB at low frequencies,
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since Gi. vanishes there provided the assumption (16)

continues to hold. Since this quantity is independent of

circuit parameters and is a characteristic of the device, it

can be called the “device noise figure.” The expression in

(17) is identical with the expression used by Bruncke and

van der Ziel [18] and by Podell [8]. The assumptions

implicit in the empirical MESFET noise model of Podell

[8] are thus clarified.

III. THE ON-WAFER DEVICE AND NOISE

PARAMETER MEASUREMENTS

This section presents the on-wafer measurement meth-

ods used for measuring the values of the parameters Cg,,

R T, g.,, R., and SiO appearing in the device model, for a
given device and under given dc bias conditions. The

measurements are made with the wafer placed on a rni-

cromanipulator station, and contacted by micro probes
leading to coaxial lines having a characteristic impedance

of 50 0, similar to those described in the literature [19].

The experimental results obtained are also presented, and

are used for model validation in the next section.

A. The GaAs MESFET Device

All experimental data reported in this paper were ob-

tained on GaAs MESFET’S which are state-of-the-art de-

vices under development. They have a gate electrode of T

cross section for reduced gate resistance, with a gate length

of 0.2 pm and a gate width of 75 pm. The Schottky-barrier

gate junction is made with Ti/Pt/Au on an active layer

grown by vapor phase epitaxy. The pinchoff voltage of the

devices (defined at V~~ = 3 V, and ID== 0.1 mA) is ap-

proximately – 2.1 V. The dc characteristics of these de-

vices are shown in Fig. 3.

B. On-Wafer Measurement of Signal Parameters

Under a given set of dc bias conditions, the four device

parameters g~, Cg,, R T, and RO are measured as follows.

A small-signal model for the MESFET device, having

frequency-independent elements and incorporating pad and

bond wire parasitic is shown in Fig. 4. It is an accurate

representation of the device over a wide frequency range

( = dc to 40 GHz). The MESFET under test was char-

acterized over the frequency ‘range 45 MHz to 18 GHz by

S-parameter measurements, and then a computer program

was used to determine the values of the equivalent circuit

parameters appearing in Fig. 4 for a least-mean-square-

error fit to the measured S parameters. The four device

model parameters of Fig. 2(a) were calculated from the

fitted parameters of Fig. 4 for each bias value as follows:

(i) The total input resistance, R~ = R. + R,, + R,.

(ii) The input capacitance Cg$ is equal to the intrinsic

gate-to-source capacitance Cg, of Fig. 4.

(iii) The transconductance g~ is identical in the two

models.

(iv) The output resistance RO is also identical in the two

models since R ~ is much smaller than R,,.

This procedure was repeated at each dc bias condition of

interest to find the bias dependence of each element. These
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Fig. 4, Small-signal model of the FET in common-source configuration,
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used for fit tlng to the measured S parameters.The parametersC8,, g,,,.

and R,, are defined in the text. LX, L,, and Ld are bond-wire

inductances; {Y,,, C,,,, and C’JI,, are the bonding pad capacitances;

(:,, ‘,, C<{$,,, and C<,,,, we the extrinsic mterelectrode capacitances; ~ ~,

R,, and’ R ~, are the series parasitic resistances: R,, IS the effectwe
channel resistance; C,, is the output drain-to-source capacitance: R,~
and C,lg arc the gate-to-drain feedback resistance and capacitance,
with C(,x typically an order of magmtude smaller than Cg,: and 7
accounts for the phase delay in drain current with reference to the
mntrolling voltage u’.

four parameters are shown plotted as a function of dc

drain current ID, and for a fixed drain-to-source voltage

V~~ = 3 V, in Fig. 5. The values of g~ and Cg, obtained in

this manner show excellent agreement with the results of

low-frequency and bridge measurements. This is taken to

be an independent validation of the on-wafer method of

obtaining these parameters.

C. Output Noise Current Measurement

For MESFET’S in common-source configuration, the

power spectral density S,Oof the short-circuit noise current

iO at the output port can be measured directly with a

low-noise receiver, as indicated in Fig. 6. In low noise

MESFET’S, S,O is frequency-independent in the microwave

frequency range [20], so that, its measurement can be

carried out at a convenient low frequency j=. The receiver

measures the noise power POut delivered by the device to

the input resistance R, of the narrow-band receiver in an
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Fig. 6. Experimental setup for measuring the noise power output of the

clcvicc at frequency ~, in a bandwidth B. Input resistance of the
rcccivcr is Rp.

effective noise bandwidth B at the frequency fL of mea-

surement, from which ~iO( fo) is calculated:

Pout (Rr+Ro)2
‘jo(.f.) = ‘io(.fL) = ~

R~Rr “
(18)

The following remarks concerning this measurement are

I I I I I

o 4 8 12 16 20

IDS, mA

Fig. 7. Measured spectral density of the short-circuit noise current at
the output port of the device, with the input port short-circuited, and at
V,),y= 3 v.

relevant:

(i) The measurement frequency fL should be sufficiently

high that the effects of low-frequency noise sources, such

as l/~ and generation–recombination noise, are negligible

at fL, thus ensuring that SiO is flat between fL and fo. At
the same time, it is convenient if ~~ is low enough that

low-noise amplifiers are available. These considerations

would dictate a frequency somewhere in the tens of MHz

to a few GHz. Our own measurements from 30 MHz to 1.2

GHz showed that the power spectral density was constant,

and the exact frequency of measurement in this range was

immaterial.

(ii) The RF short circuit required at the gate-source

port is easier to provide at the low measurement frequency

fL than at a microwave frequency. In our measurements,

this was done by a de-blocking capacitor right at the

probes used in the on-wafer measurements to contact the

device terminals. No instabilities resulted by this proce-

dure for the devices tested.

(iii) In practice, the low-noise receiver can be a com-

munication receiver or a spectrum analyzer, preceded by a

preamplifier of sufficiently low noise and high gain. In

order to determine the gain and noise figure requirements

for this preamplifier, the noise level to be measured can be

estimated by using the approximate rule of thumb [21] that

the effective noise temperature at the output port of the

device is of the order of g~Ro times the physical tempera-

ture of the device.

(iv) The only use made of the measured value of the

model parameter R ~ is in calculating SiO from (18). For

many commercially available low-noise preamplifiers, the

input impedance R, is nominally 50 $?, while R ~ (for

devices with 75 ~m gate width) is usually an order of

magnitude larger under typical dc bias conditions. Thus

R ~ may be ignored in calculating SjO, and the measure-

ment of R ~ can be entirely omitted.

(v) In order to determine S,O in absolute units (A2/Hz),

the effective noise bandwidth B of the receiver must be

accurately known or measured. For sufficiently low noise

preamplifiers, B can be found by measuring the thermal
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noise at the output port of the device with zero gate and

drain bias, and employing Nyquist’s th~eorem which ap-

plies to the device in thermal equilibrium.

The power spectrum of output noise current was mea-

sured in this manner, as a function of& 1~, and V~~, and

the results are shown in Fig. 7 for one of the tested

MESFET’S. Over the frequency range of 30 MHz to 1.2

GHz, and for V~~ in the range 1 V to 4 V, S,O was

constant and was dependent only on 1~, as shown in

Fig. 7.

IV.

In this section.

PREDICTED AND MEASIJRED

NOISE PERFORMANCE

the minimum noise figure of the device.

measured at microwave frequencies, is compared with the

F~,n predicted by the device noise model, using the param-

eter values obtained from on-wafer measurements.

A. Noise Figure Performance

The noise figure of the MESFET amp~fier has been

expressed in (13) in terms of the three quantities R ~, Gi.,

and GC, The first two of these can be calculated from (5)

and (14), using the values of Cg,, R ~, g~, and SIO,

obtained from on’wafer measurements. The third quantity

GCdepends on the embedding circuit in which the MESFET

noise figure is to be determined, and it can be estimated as

follows. If the insertion loss of the “front half” of the

amplifier circuit (i.e., the part between the generator and

the gate port) is measured in a matched system of char-

acteristic impedance R ,e~ (which will typically be

50 Q) and is found to be small, it can be expressed

approximately as

Lin, = 1 + R,,~GC. (19)

Thus a measurement of insertion loss yields GC. The mea-

sured insertion loss, although dependent on the circuit

construction and connectors used, was found to be ap-

proximately independent of frequency at lower frequencies

(below 10 GHz). At higher frequencies, G, has only a’very

small effect on F~in, since it is masked by Gti., and

therefore its exact value is not required. Therefore, GC can

be treated as a frequency-independent parameter. The

value of G, estimated in this manner was further verified

as follows. The minimum noise figure of the amplifier at

low frequencies is frequency-independent, and is given by

(15). The F~in calculated from (15) was compared with
F& measured at 1.5 GHz and was found to be within the

range of measurement uncertainty.

Given the three parameters R., G,., and G,, the value of

~,n for the device can be calculated at any desiredF

frequency and dc bias from (13). Calculated values of F~in

are plotted in Fig. 8 (a) and (b), as a function of ID and fO,
respectively. There was no variation with Vo~ over the
normal voltage range. In addition, F~ifl was measured for

the same devices mounted on a carrier, in a conventional

microwave noise figure measurement setup employing a

commercial automatic noise figure meter, and the results

of these measurements are also included in Fig. 8 (a) and
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the calculated and measured vahres of the

MESFET minimum noise figure Fmin at room temperature. (a) Depen-
dence of ~,,,,, on dc drain current ID at f,, =18 GHz. (b) Dependence

of E,,,,, on operating frequency f,, at ID = 8.5 mA.

(b). The good agreement over a range of dc bias and

frequency verifies the utility of the noise model, as well as

the assumptions made in Section II-E.

B. Comparison with PodelPs Empirical Model

The only other model available in the literature having

the simplicity of the above model is the one described by

Podell [8]. The present work differs from the empirical

model (of Podell in several ways:

(i) In Podell’s model, the input and output noise current

sources i,. andl i. are required to be uncorrelated. The

analysis of the present paper remains valid even if the

correlation between the two sources is high, since only the

real part, rather than the magnitude, of the correlation

coefficient has been assumed to be small. Theoretical

models of MESFET noise do indeed show that the correla-

tion coefficient between i,. and iO is large and purely

imaginary [4].
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Flg 9. Podell’s ernpmcal constant Q, calculated from measured values
of dewce transconductance g., and output noise current spectral
density S,<, at 1 GHz.

(ii) No circuit model or losses are included in Podell’s

model; as a result, the relationships in [8] can be recovered

from the results of Section II by setting GC at zero. This

leads Podell to the conclusion that a single measurement of

F~,n at any frequency, along with the small-signal equiv-

alent circuit model of the MESFET, can be used to de-

termine F~,n at any other frequency. Our model shows that

the calculation of F’,. requires a knowledge of the two

parameters S,O and GC in addition to the small-signal

equivalent circuit model of the MESFET. If G, is set equal

to zero, the calculated values of F~i~ are lower, as indicat-

ed by the dashed curve in Fig. 8(b), and the error becomes

increasingly larger at lower frequencies.

(iii) The output noise current is characterized in Podell’s

model by an equivalent noise resistance R ~, and its bias

dependence is given by the empirical relationship

Q = g.Rn = Koexp(K,ID/I~ss) (20)

where KO and Kz are empirical factors. Our measurements

show that the empirical relationship (20) does not apply to

the devices under test. The measured values of the quantity

Q in (20) are plotted in Fig. 9 as a function of ID. It is

apparent that the plot is not described by the functional

relationship in (20), particularly in the low-noise range of

bias currents, where the device is most likely to be operat-

ed.

V. SUMMARY AND SIGNIFICANCE OF RESULTS

This paper has established a procedure whereby the

minimum noise figure of a MESFET can be predicted at

microwave frequencies solely from on-wafer measure-

ments. The advantages of this method compared with the

actual microwave measurement of F~l. include the fol-

lowing:

(i) No individual tuning of devices is required for iden-

tifying the minimum of the noise figure.

(ii) Measurements are simpler, faster, and less subject to

the uncertainty whether a minimum value of F has indeed

been reached.

(iii) Measurements can be performed at the wafer stage

of device fabrication, prior to device dicing, mounting,

bonding, etc.

(iv) Measurement is possible on production batches,

using automated test equipment.

(v) Unlike the measurement of a single quantity such as

F~in, which does not reveal the cause of a very high or low

value of F~in> the measurement method presented here

isolates the cause of an abnormal Fmin value among the

several contributing factors. The measurement is therefore

useful for diagnostic work during device development.

A figure of merit for MESFET’S may also be deduced

from the results of this paper. In low-loss circuits, the

inherent F~in of the device is given by (17). This is a

monotonic function of the product R ~G,n. Therefore the

inverse of this product can serve as a measure of the low

noise capability of the device, and it has a simple physical

interpretation: for very low noise devices in which R ,,G,mis

very small, (17) can be approximated as

Fmln = 1 + 2/m (21)

from which it follows that

~/R&l. = 2/’(Ftin-l)z. (22)

The quantity l/R ~G,n has the advantage that it is

dimensionless; it is, however, a function of frequency.

A figure of merit dependent only on device parameters

and independent of frequency can also be defined. At

moderate frequencies, defined by (10), the above measure

of low-noise capability is proportional to the quantity

g,~,/S,c,C~, R ~, which can serve as a figure of merit for

comparmg devices with each other.
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